One important step, noted by practically all students of child language, is the early pre-sentential use of vocables referring holophrastically to sudden change, rapid motion, and the like: these are references which seem particularly to stress "action event" rather than "thing". (Werner & Kaplan, 1963: 164) What do children know about before they learn to talk? How does this knowledge relate to their early words? Probably no questions in child language study have generated more controversy than these. In the 1970s, at the dawn of modern psycholinguistic research, Piaget's descriptions of child cognition, along with the impressive consistency of what children chose to talk about, led to what Bowerman & Choi (2001: 476) have characterized as a 'new emphasis on cognitive priority'. Piaget's work demonstrated the cognitive organization of the sensorimotor period, and it was assumed that early language had its roots in this fertile knowledge. Yet it was difficult to define the connection between single words and sensorimotor cognition.
The objectives of this paper are: (a) to examine what is meant by pre-linguistic cognitive knowledge within a Piagetian framework; (b) to demonstrate the link between a critical class of infant single words based on this cognition (dynamic event words) and the adult semantic categories described by Talmy (1975 Talmy ( , 2000 ; (c) to show that consistency and variability in expression of dynamic event meaning across languages supports both the basis of these expressions in universal infant cognition and the influence of ambient language on their construction, that is, 'variability within consistency ', and (d) to propose a semantically based path from pre-linguistic nonconceptual cognition through single-word dynamic event expressions to initial sentences including verbs. My goal is to establish dynamic event words as a critical category of single-word utterances. Sinclair (1970) and Bloom (1973) were the first to emphasize infants' single words that referred not to objects themselves, but across objects, as expressing consistent relational meaning regardless of the objects involved. These dynamic event words (first termed 'function words', e.g., Bloom, 1973 ; later 'relational words', e.g., Bloom & Lahey, 1978) expressed meanings such as recurrence (e.g., more), disappearance (e.g., allgone), or denial (e.g., no). McCune-Nicolich (1981) analyzed the basis of these kinds of words in known aspects of sensorimotor cognition, but the lack of any linkage with later linguistic achievements limited recognition of the relevance of this analysis. Why should single words form two categories that would later be supplanted by mature linguistic categories unrelated to this early distinction? To date such dynamic event words have failed to be accorded status as a relevant category within the single-word period. Until recently, the study of such words was limited mainly to English, where they occur as particles. They have often been grouped by adult part-of-speech (e.g., Smiley & Huttenlocher, 1995) . In contrast, Werner & Kaplan (1963 /1984 considered these words as primitives for the dynamic aspect of language that would later be carried principally by verbs. Accordingly, these theorists saw them as worthy of consideration as a significant category of single words, distinct from words that name entities.
DYNAMIC EVENT MEANING
If dynamic event words do provide evidence of an emergent distinction in children's single-word language, failure to recognize their special cognitive/linguistic basis would severely limit our ability to understand the transition from single-to multi-word speech.
The meanings behind such words can be directly linked to the non-conceptual cognition of the sensorimotor period (Piaget, 1954) as demonstrated by McCuneNicolich (1981) and confirmed in modern experimental studies. They also reflect adult semantics as analyzed by Talmy (1975 Talmy ( , 2000 . When the basis for sentential expression is described as syntactic, involving knowledge of abstract categories such as subject and predicate (e.g., NP and VP), any possible link forward from single dynamic event words to sentences appears remote. Talmy (1985: 57) 'addresses the systematic relations in language between meaning and surface expression', with particular reference to motion events. The dynamic event meanings typically expressed as single words by English-learning children demonstrate consistent elements of motion event semantics (e.g., motion, path and figure/ground relationships) that Talmy systematically relates to such 'surface' notions as 'verb' and 'satellite' (McCune & Vihman, 1999; Vihman, 1999) . A critical developmental question concerns the consistency across children and languages of these motion event elements. To the extent that children's single dynamic event words express common motion-event meanings across languages despite variation in language typology, this would validate the idea of strong developmental continuity. This paper presents evidence of such crosslinguistic commonality. Initial analyses of early word combinations with verbs in English and Hebrew reveal the same categories of motion event meaning as earlier single dynamic event words, with the addition of self as agent or experiencer (Herr-Israel & McCune, 2006; Ninio, 1999a Ninio, , 1999b . This crosslinguistic semantic correspondence, spanning developmental accomplishments, suggests that earlier single dynamic event expressions may bootstrap the transition to initial combinations with verbs.
INFANT COGNITION
Does the basis of early dynamic event words in sensorimotor cognition mean that children have pre-linguistic concepts? It is still a common view that to learn language children need to sort out the relationships between their 'pre-linguistic concepts' and the surrounding language used by adults (e.g., Mandler, 1988 Mandler, , 2000 Mandler, , 2004 . However, as early as 1989 Bowerman questioned the reliance of initial language on such readymade categories. Languages do not code critical meanings in areas such as spatial knowledge in exactly the same ways, so reliance on universal pre-linguistic meanings seemed unlikely. While recognizing that a nonlinguistic understanding of, for example, space, was an important prerequisite for spatial language, she noted, 'it is not clear exactly what this nonlinguistic understanding consists of' (Bowerman, 1989: 142) . Mandler (2004: 256) would like to rely on 'developmental primitives' in place from birth or learned early enough to serve as pre-linguistic concepts. Paradoxically Piaget (1962) considered the development of pre-linguistic sensorimotor knowledge of object, space, causality and time to be non-conceptual, and yet to form the basis for language. He attributed much knowledge to young children, but no concepts! What might be the nature of such concept-free knowledge? In his infancy books Piaget (1952 Piaget ( , 1954 Piaget ( , 1962 ) viewed children as developing, during the first 18 or so months of life, the capacity to move through and manage their environment, taking account by their actions of the nature of objects, space, causality and time. Beginning at Stage 6 of sensorimotor intelligence (as early as 12 months of age; McCune, 1995) they exhibit mental representation, allowing deliberate recall and internal re-playing of previous events as evidenced in both their solution of hiding tasks and in representational play. This capacity for mental representation is assumed to be essential for learning language. By the end of the sensorimotor period (between 1 and 2 years of age) Piaget's examples demonstrate children's conscious problem-solving. Piaget's major goal was to search out the roots of adult scientific reasoning in children's earliest organization of their behavior. For this reason he was interested in children's under-standings of movements and transformations of objects as these occurred in space and time. The much discussed idea of 'object permanence' was of importance to Piaget because children's reactions to hidden objects demonstrated their recognition that mere movement in space and time, even when the object moved out of sight, did not destroy the object. Actions occurring in space and time could be reversed, revealing a hidden object or returning an object to its former location.
The potential for reversibility of movements across time and space is a critical attainment of the sensorimotor period, encompassing awareness of current circumstances and the potential for the opposite situation. For example, a child seated on the floor can see the potential of being lifted in a parent's arms. A child who has eaten a cookie can experience an interest in obtaining another one, reversing absence for presence. Later, in the period of concrete operations, one justification for a conservation response (e.g., spreading the coins wider apart one does not increase their number) is that the process of movement can be reversed, bringing the coins together again. For Piaget, this notion of holding constant and reversing actions underlies the notion of experimental methods in scientific reasoning.
Piaget characterized the attainment of Stage 6 of sensorimotor intelligence as involving underlying cognitive structure. There is no reason to suppose that sensorimotor knowledge is 'conceptual'; yet the child's conscious control of actions in relation to a goal goes beyond the definition of 'procedural'. A more global notion of cognitive structure, outside the purview of this dichotomy, is implied. Piaget (1962) believed that development of concepts involves the interaction of language and cognition. Concepts could be formed only with the coming of language and social interaction. While some current psychologists believe that concepts precede the words that refer to them, Piaget was unwilling even to accept children's single words as representing conceptual knowledge. He considered children's single words as 'halfway between sensorimotor schemes . . . and conceptual schemes', with progress in conceptual development going 'hand in hand with that of language' (p. 221). So for Piaget, a general underlying cognitive structure, amenable to varied sorts of differentiation, provides the base for development of specific concepts that can only begin with the learning of a language.
Recent experimental work supports the gradual development of sensorimotor knowledge in infancy. For example, habituation studies have now demonstrated that infants effectively process spatial information as easily as they process perceptual aspects of objects. Quinn (2003) found that by 3-4 months of age infants reacted with a novelty preference to visual displays where an object was depicted as above versus below a horizontal line, but only if object identity was constant across trials. By 7 months, infants were able to overcome this limitation, reliably distinguishing above versus below even when the object depicted varied (dot, dollar sign, plus sign, etc.). At this same age, but not before, infants also distinguished the spatial relation 'between' where an object was first depicted between two horizontal bars, demonstrating a novelty preference to objects depicted as above or below the two horizontal bars. However, not until 9-10 months of age did infants show the more abstract processing of 'between' when object identity was varied. It is of interest that between 4 and 7 months infants have gained experience handling and mouthing objects, providing opportunities for more complete experience of their spatial relationships than is available to 3-month-olds. By 9-10 months, in addition to greater experience in manipulation, most infants are mobile, leading to extensive experience of spatial relationships between themselves, landmarks and various objects. Their generalization of spatial information across varied objects at 9-10 months indicates a beginning of the differentiation of spatial and object aspects of their world.
Bowerman & Choi's recent formulation (2001) captures the essence of what would be a modern Piagetian position regarding early language and cognition as follows:
We suggest that early semantic development involves pervasive interaction between nonlinguistic conceptual development and semantic categories of the input language, not just a one-way mapping from pre-existing concepts. (p. 477) Malt, Sloman & Gennari (2003) express a view of adult conceptual knowledge that retains the flexibility of boundaries characteristic of children's sensorimotor knowledge:
At the conceptual level entities (objects, events, etc.) are represented as points in multi-dimensional feature-space (Rosch & Mervis, 1975) . No fixed boundaries separate these clusters, and so conceptual categories are only implicitly defined . . . there is no fixed conceptual structure . . . [while] . . . linguistic categories are explicit, although their boundaries may be fuzzy. ( p. 85) Cognitive structures common to all normally developing young children, yet indeterminate in their details, provide the basis for learning words of the ambient language that carve their 'fuzzy' semantic space from this non-conceptual structure.
In summary, infant cognition demonstrates an organization of action developing over the first year or so of life that must be supported by some underlying neurological organization. But no specific 'conceptual' categories are necessarily implied. The view presented here is that the child's experience of the ambient language interacts with ongoing cognitive, motor and social experience to yield a number of single-word 'meanings'. Those meanings are consistent with the general characteristics of both the underlying cognition and the ambient language while maintaining 'fuzzy boundaries' among themselves.
I will show that during the single-word period children's major dynamic event meanings are consistent with both early cognition and motion event semantics. I am therefore proposing that certain basic elements of motion event semantics may provide the 'missing link' between early cognitive structure, initial single-word meanings and first sentences. This would imply that motion-event semantics, invented as a descriptor of mature language, also serendipitously mirrors early cognition. McCune-Nicolich (1981) found that the frequent 'non-naming' words (allgone, more, here, there, open, up, down, no, uhoh , and back as in 'to put it back') of five girls, followed from 14 to 24 months, relied on sensorimotor cognition and the capacity for mental representation. In every case, use of the words implied real, potential or imaginal reversibility of movement or dynamic state. The meanings expressed can best be understood in relation to children's understanding of the temporal sequences of states and transformations that are ongoing when the words are used. These same sequences can be conceived as 'motion events'. Smiley & Huttenlocher (1995) studied the contexts of use for dynamic event words by 10 children recorded for 5 hours per month across the single-word period (median age 13-19.5 months). They identified 14 event words used by four or more children and examined (a) child range of use, and (b) potential sources in the input, including parental frequency and range of use. Parents made frequent use of the words identified, but more broadly than in the uses adopted by children, suggesting developmental influences on semantic expression. They found that 'ten of these words were used in contexts of movement . . . where paths of movement were highly similar. For example, directed vertical motion was most common for down . . . Occasionally, movements in the opposite direction occurred (e.g., . . . going up for down). ' (p. 31) . (This finding supports the notion of 'reversibility' that I have identified as a common element across all dynamic event words.) For the four words not directly related to paths of movement (open, allgone, uhoh, more) they note the perceptual salience of the outcome. For more, 'children may group instances on the basis of replication (perhaps a non-appearance-based category) of interesting effects, regardless of the entities involved' (Smiley & Huttelocher, 1995: 32) . The crosslinguistic findings to be reviewed in the following section replicate the meanings noted by Smiley and Huttenlocher. The analysis offered here goes further, demonstrating (a) that all the dynamic event words can be seen as semantically interrelated based on infant cognition, and (b) the meanings can be interpreted through motion-event semantics potentially linking these single words with later verbs in sentences.
From this new perspective the defining feature of dynamic event words is that each refers to some aspect of one or more reversible motion events extended in time and involving spatial and temporal relationship(s) between entities.
1 This definition recognizes the conformity of motion event knowledge with the non-conceptual cognition available to children at the end of the sensorimotor period as they make the transition to mental representation, while pointing forward to more complete linguistic expressions. Talmy (1985 Talmy ( , 1996 Talmy ( , 2000 presents the conception of the 'motion event' as a fundamental basis for structuring language expression by adults. A motion event is an overt experience that can be directly referenced with language. The following components are core:
• movement: any movement, or lack of movement, where remaining stationary is the limiting case;
• figure: 'a moving, or conceptually moveable object whose site, path, or orientation' is the focus;
• ground: 'a reference object (itself having a stationary setting within a reference frame) with respect to which the figure's site, path, or orientation receives characterization.' (Talmy, 1983: 232);  • path: 'the course followed or the site occupied by the Figure object with respect to the Ground object' (Talmy, 1985: 61) .
Additional situational aspects affecting a motion event and relevant to this discussion are:
• deixis: direction in relation to nearness or distance from the speaker; • manner: (e.g., walk versus skip);
• force: a subset of cause, involving the steady-state opposition of two forces (Talmy, 1988: 53 ). Piaget's (1954) observation of his daughter at 18 months of age demonstrates the aspects of sensorimotor cognition mirrored by motion event analysis and expressed by children with dynamic event words: ' Jaqueline loses a ball under a double bed. She bends down and sees that the ball is far under. Jacqueline gets up and goes around the bed and also around a bedside table [in order to retrieve the ball]' (p. 205).
The following understanding is apparent in Jacqueline's solution to the problem: (a) She understands motion in space, both hers and that of the ball, along varying paths with equivalent end points. (b) Figure/ground knowledge is apparent in her seeking the 'invisible' ball by bending and looking under the bed. (c) Variation in path, in this case deictic path, is apparent in her recognizing the distance of the ball from herself and in overcoming that distance. (d) She also demonstrates knowledge of the object and of causality: the ball will not disappear or roll away on its own. Space is at her disposal for self-movement and manipulation of objects.
A child able to solve this problem, who has also attained the capacity for referential language (McCune & Vihman, 2001) , should be ready to incorporate understanding and expression of words such as allgone, indicating the ball's temporary disappearance (based on figure/ground understanding), or there as someone points out the location of the ball (designating the end-point of a path trajectory in relation to the child's own location). Children's frequent use of naming words is well known. It is also known that the objects children name tend to be manipulable and moveable objects -objects likely to play the role of figure in a motion event analysis (e.g., ball in the example). Children's expression of motion event components with single words need not suggest adult-like linguistic knowledge. Rather, the child's experience of and verbal reaction to literal motion events may prepare the groundwork for more generalized linguistic knowledge in the future.
Words meeting the definition of dynamic event words are particularly useful in charting the emergence of the child's earliest cognitive/linguistic development because they are transparent in meaning and semantically continuous with adult use. Nominal words can, of course, be used to specify a dynamic event meaning. Consider a situation A child who has eaten one cookie (available at Time 1) can make the request for another cookie at Time 2 by saying cookie or by saying more, looking forward to Time 3. Using either word the child's request would be clear. It seems likely that the child is experiencing a conscious moment in time that implies a sense of the recent past and near future in relation to the present. Use of the word more specifies the child's implicit sense of the prior situation 'cookie present', the current situation 'cookie absent', and the potential future situation, having another cookie. The word more thus makes explicit reference to the prior and potential future motion event transformations. Use of the single nominal word cookie specifies the desire for a cookie while failing to reference linguistically the motion/time event sequence and provides less evidence regarding the cognitive basis of the request. By using a dynamic event word interpretable by adults in relation to the ongoing sequence of events, the child allows us to examine meaning more fully.
UNIVERSALITY OF DYNAMIC EVENT MEANINGS AND SPECIFICITY BY LANGUAGE
Just as Piaget claimed a universal cognitive structure based on the nature of children's cognition and their interactions with the world, I claim a universal basis in this cognition for children's single-word dynamic event productions. I distinguish this view from that of either semantic primitives or pre-linguistic concepts. Rather, the 12-to 18-month-old child has in place a perceptual and motor understanding of the world and the ability to mentally represent dynamic events potentially occurring in that world. This underlying cognitive structure is ripe for the beginning development of conceptual knowledge, guided by the surrounding culture and language. Dynamic event word use is a beginning step on this path. Evidence for this position is provided by the universality of the range of situations children tend to mark with dynamic event words during the single-word period, despite the considerable variation across languages in the linguistic means of expression. As noted earlier, motion event semantics provides suitable meaning categories for single dynamic event words. Use of this mode of analysis facilitates documenting the foundational role of dynamic event words in establishing later combinatorial language. In the following paragraphs I describe the use of dynamic event words based on cognitive organization available to all children, but with specific meanings shaped by the ambient language 2 to which each is exposed. We (McCune & Vihman, 1997; M. M. Vihman, personal communication, May 2004) examined the single-word productions of three children learning monolingual English, one learning monolingual French, two developing bilingually in Estonian and English, and one bilingually in German and English. Three basic categories of dynamic event meaning were included within their single-word repertoires: (I) Path, both Vertical and Table 1 along with an indication ('x') of each notion labeled by each child. These will be discussed in turn below. Within a language children do not necessarily use the same lexical item to convey dynamic event meaning. Across languages, aspects of the meaning conveyed differ in relation to ambient language differences, as discussed below.
Data are also available from Korean. While in English dynamic event meaning is conveyed largely with non-verb particles, in Korean these meanings are expressed with verbs. Estonian, French and German vary in this regard. A dynamic event meaning analysis of Korean children's words demonstrates the same underlying non-conceptual cognitive organization of time, space and motion as is seen in the other languages, while showing the Korean use of different verbs for spontaneous and caused motion ( Table 2 ). These findings support the views of Bowerman & Choi (2001) regarding the influence of ambient language from the beginning of children's conceptual development. Published data on Korean is most complete regarding spatial meanings, so additional categories for Korean are not fully analyzed. In the following sections, examples from children's productions across the several languages will illustrate each of the dynamic event meanings shown in Tables 1 and 2 .
IA. Spatial direction or path in the vertical plane (Vertical Path)
Movement in the vertical plane is highly salient for babies. Usually coming into the arms of a parent requires vertical movement of the child's body. Both objects and the child are subject to gravity and may suddenly make an unexpected descent. These experiences contribute to the child's cognitive understanding of space and movement in the vertical dimension, including the notion of reversibility characteristic of cognitive structure at this time. In English both up and down are common early single relational words, although few children use both in the single-word period. Examples in English for up include climbing on a chair and trying to lift the cover of a book to open it. These words are generalized over a wide range of circumstances in English. In Estonian various words are used in similar circumstances: e.g., sülle 'up (into arms), into lap', alla 'to down' (from highchair), all 'at down', maha 'to down, to the ground' (throwing things), maas 'at down'; see (Vihman, 1999) . In French, tombe 'fall', first in experiences of falling, later generalized, and en haut 'up' were used by one French child studied (McCune, Veneziano & Herr-Israel, 2004) .
Korean presents a different situation. Motion in the vertical direction is expressed by a variety of different words influenced both by whether the motion is spontaneous or caused and by different characteristics of the objects involved. Different verbs are always used in Korean for spontaneous and caused motion, and children have been found to respect this, not generalizing meaning across this transitivity boundary. Choi & Bowerman (1991) found that the Korean-learning children they studied were later than the English-learning to refer to vertical motion in general. While many English learners say up or down by 16 months of age, the general transitive verb ollita 'cause to go up' was used by few Korean learners even at 24 months of age. They used instead a variety of more specific transitive and intransitive verbs to express more specific notions of vertical motion. These include intransitive posture verbs such as ancta 'sit down' and 
Note. In the column headings, E = English, S = Estonian, G = German, F = French.
Results for participants 1-7 were reported in the references given: 1-3 (all E monolingual): 1 Sandra (McCune-Nicolich, 1981); 2 Aurie and 3 Alice (McCune, 1995) . 4E, 4S Virve (Vihman, 1976) ; 5E, 5S Raivo (Vihman, 1985 (Vihman, , 1999 . 6E, 6G Hildegard (Leopold, 1939) . 7F Camille (French monolingual; Veneziano, 1999) .
ilenata 'get up', as well as transitive verbs such as anta 'carry in arms' and opta 'carry on back'. Early use of ollita 'cause to go up' was observed in only one child, from 18 to 19 months. He incorrectly used this verb in situations where objects were replaced in their former location, or placed in a customary location regardless of any notion of verticality. This is a meaning common to English-learning children in their use of the word back, as in 'put it back'. The authors traced this error to his mother using ollita as she placed an object in its customary place in a high cabinet. This example is of interest for two reasons. First, it demonstrates the notion of reversibility underlying dynamic event words: this overlap in meaning motivates the child's error. Second, as Choi & Bowerman (1991) note, the child was learning a number of transitive verbs that include ground in their meaning, so he may have generalized this notion, assuming that 'customary location' was an aspect of the meaning of ollita. This 'misuse' supports the claim made here that dynamic event words share a deep connection to cognition: in this case the reversibility of vertical motion is confused with the reversibility of placement in (or not in) a typical location. Other Korean-learning children in the sample did not use ollita under appropriate conditions until several months later.
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IB. Spatial direction or path in relation to self (Deictic Path)
Closeness and distance of objects and people in relation to the self is of critical interest to babies. They extend objects to their mothers, using the word here in English, and attempt to keep or gain control of objects, saying mine. The reversible nature of here is apparent from the fact that children learn this word as objects are transferred to them, then express it as they extend objects away from them. Mine has sometimes been considered an expression of possession, but its spatial basis should be clear (Mandler, 1992; Smiley & Huttenlocher, 1995) . Both here and mine are sometimes used as a generalized exchange word when passing objects back and forth, again emphasizing the notion of reversibility. In French, tiens (used similarly to English 'here it is', reduced to ta) serves this same purpose. Estonian-learning children code this meaning with various words: kätte 'into hand', aitäh 'thanks' (used in exchange), siin 'at here', siia 'to here', kaasa 'take along (with self)', ees 'at ahead'. The meaning 'take along with self' does not seem to be expressed by English-learning children, but the dynamics of an object sharing the child's trajectory is compatible with deictic path, demonstrating that an accessible word for a meaning can prompt early learning.
For Korean-learning children, kata 'come' and ota 'go' are their earliest intransitive motion verbs, referencing movement of themselves toward or away from others, or movement of others toward or away from themselves (Choi & Bowerman, 1991) . The transitive verb cwuta 'give' is also a common early verb in Korean, probably with an exchange function similar to here in English .
Related to both vertical spatial direction and spatial relation to the child's body is the use of words as the child places an object on a surface near themselves, necessarily involving a downward vertical movement (marking 'end of path'). In English both here and there can be observed in this situation. Similarly, in French, là-bas 'there' was used and in Estonian, siin 'at here', siia 'to here'. It is not clear from the available literature whether or how this meaning is coded in early Korean, but nohta 'place object loosely on a surface' is a possible candidate (Choi & Bowerman, 1991) .
II. Spatial relations between entities (Figure/Ground)
In English the spatial relationships between entities (e.g., containment, support, attachment) are expressed with particles that are widely generalized across objects and situations. Bowerman (1989) was the first to note that spatial relations among objects were divided up differently across the world's languages. For example, the categories of meaning, containment and support, seemingly simply designated by in versus on in English, are divided very differently across languages, including German, Dutch, Mixtec and Cora. (The latter two are Native American languages of Mexico.) Bowerman's data regarding these languages were incontrovertible. At the time she believed that 'all languages make categorical distinctions among spatial configurations for the purpose of referring to them with a relatively small set of expressions such as the spatial prepositions of English' (Bowerman, 1989: 144) . Soon, evidence from Korean led Bowerman to recognize even greater variability across languages in this regard (Choi & Bowerman, 1991) . In Korean, as noted above, spatial words, usually verbs, are not generalized across the transitivity boundary. In addition, the English language categories of 'containment' and 'support' are divided differently in Korean in ways that often conflate the English senses of support versus containment. Individual verbs also may incorporate aspects of figure and/or ground, expressing more specific relationships covered globally by in or on in English. Consequently, in Korean a long list of spatial verbs is needed to cover the semantic territory of in and on in English. Nonetheless, Korean-learning children make reference to the same types of situations as Englishlearning children do with their short list of relational words.
In Korean the earliest learned motion verbs are kkita 'cause to fit tightly' and ppayta 'take apart tightly fitted objects'. English-learning children say stuck in situations where it is difficult to remove objects from tight fit, but may use out or open, generalized from more broadly defined situations of containment, lifting lids, etc., as a request to take apart tightly attached objects. One French child used difficile 'difficult' (where Englishlearners would say stuck) at 17-19 months, and c'est dur 'that's hard' or simply dur 'hard' at 20-22 months. Estonian-learning children say: kinni 'closed', sees 'at inside', sisse 'to inside' and välja 'to outside' in situations of opening, closing and placing and removing from containment; lahti 'unstuck' for freeing from attachment. Englishlearning children say off for the removal of clothing. Both Korean-learning and Estonianlearning children include the body part concerned in words for donning clothing (Korean: ipta 'on trunk', sinta 'on feet', ssuta 'on head'; Estonian: jalga 'onto foot', pähe 'onto head'; removal of clothing in Korean uses a single verb, pesta).
In the available data on Korean, eight different transitive verbs were used by the majority of children in one or more studies to refer to situations that, in English, are covered by three or four spatial particles. Similarly, Estonian seems to employ a broader range of lexical items than English, although the extent of their generality has not been studied. Nonetheless, the commonality of the spatial movements and relationships that the children choose to encode are highly similar across languages, testifying to a common underlying preverbal cognitive understanding of space, time and motion.
Children's errors further testify to the underlying unified understanding drawn upon in forming these early verbal meanings, even within the limitations of generality specified by Korean. The earliest learned transitive verbs were extended beyond adult use. For example, ppayta 'removal from tight fit' was used by several children in the following situations where other more specific verbs were required: to request the removal of clothing (pesta), trying to take a toy from another child (cwuta) and asking someone to peel a banana (kkata). Similarly, the verb kkita 'cause to fit tightly' was used concerning sticking a fork in an apple (kkocta), being held tightly by an adult (anta) and attaching
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magnetic fish to the magnetic mouth of a duck (ppwuthita). Bowerman (1989) reports extension of Korean kkita and ppayta, appropriate for containment and its opposite in situations of tight fit, to putting magnets on surfaces and peeling stickers off surfaces where puwthita and tteyta 'joining/separating flat surfaces' would be appropriate. Gopnik & Choi (1990: 208) provide the example of a Korean-speaking child generalizing a reduced form of an nawa (roughly 'not come out') to 'express failure'; the form may correspond most closely to stuck in the system described here. Despite following Korean language rules for breaking up the spatial world, these children still generalized across verb categories in a manner consistent with the figure/ground interpretation proposed here.
III. Temporal Event Sequence
In addition to specific spatial movement with respect to gravity, the self, or movement of objects in figure/ground relationships with one another, children's underlying general knowledge of space and time draws their attention to sequential events of importance to them. Critical here are occlusion events, iteration and recurrence, and negation. Children's willing participation in object permanence testing and informal hiding games attests to their interest in appearance/disappearance. Attachment relationships with parents, leading to distress at their absence, strengthens this interest. Furthermore, the potential of reversing currently experienced events is a focus of conscious attention. A simple example of this was provided by a 16-month-old child who said back repeatedly as she opened and closed the door of a toy car, negating each action with the subsequent one. Reversibility itself was the focus of interest.
Occlusion/absence
Typically, English-learning children use allgone in situations of absence or disappearance, although they sometimes say bye-bye. Examples include looking in an empty cup, after dumping objects from a container, searching for a doll. In some cases the 'absence' is with respect to a location: the objects dumped from the container were present and visible on the floor but absent from the container. In Korean epista 'not exist' is used for disappearance situations, although no detail is available on the use of this word .
Iteration/recurrence
English learners use more, again and another in these situations; recall the example regarding request for another cookie. Estonian learners use the terms veel 'more', 'again', teine 'other' (breast, for nursing; hand, for washing) and jälle 'again', and French children use, encore 'again', 'more'. Sometimes there is used with repeated placement of objects, repeatedly marking deictic path.
Negation
In English, no, back and uhoh were used in circumstances where conditions in the environment conflicted with the child's expectation, desire or effort. These words imply simultaneous consideration of a state of affairs and its inverse. If the child says no when a lid will not fit on a pot, awareness of the alternative possibility that it would fit is implied. In Estonian ei 'no' and tagasi 'back' seem most common, with valesti 'wrongly' also occurring. In French non 'no' is used.
Summary
Children's dynamic event words express the logical and reversible pre-conceptual understanding established through their observations of and participation in events in the real world as shaped by the organization of meaning in the ambient language. This understanding includes the ability to predict gravitational effects, such as what happens when objects are dropped (vertical path) or placed in a location, as well as possible relationships of closeness or distance between objects and self (deictic path). Topological notions relating figure and ground such as containment and attachment, as well as the location of the child's body in space, are also demonstrated. Mental representation allows the child to understand brief time sequences of past, present and future and to incorporate such meanings into dynamic language regarding ongoing events. It seems likely that dynamic event words are selected from the ambient language because each expresses a simple dynamic meaning relevant to the cognitive structure derived from earlier sensorimotor experience. As aptly demonstrated (by Bowerman & Choi, 2001; Choi & Bowerman, 1991) , the meanings will emerge in accord with those of the adult language.
NATURE OF EARLY COGNITIVE STRUCTURE AND LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
The generality of meaning across children and languages attests to the grounding of early language in cognitive structure. At the same time, the variation across children and languages in the qualities and range of situations likely to be referenced by a given dynamic event word attests to the fluidity of language relationships with cognitive structure at this period of development. The common element underlying all these words is their application in conditions of spatial and/or temporal reversibility. It may be that, in differentiating entities from their dynamic aspects, reversible states are both highly salient and very common. The child's beginning development of mental representation allows both recall of very recent situations and prediction of simple, highly likely events. Therefore children are attracted to adult words that accompany these most easily recalled and predicted transformations. At the same time, as they learn these dynamic event words they are learning about the salience for language of paths objects take, figure/ground relationships, etc. So single dynamic event word use points the child in directions useful for future linguistic development, a fact that becomes obvious only when language is considered from a motion event perspective.
If words are learned in relation to an undifferentiated cognitive knowledge of the world, does it follow that children's goal in language learning is to discover how adults use their words and shape concepts to match such uses (e.g., Tomasello, 2003) ? Not necessarily. Werner & Kaplan (1963 /1984 viewed language acquisition as a mutual shaping of internal meanings to be symbolized and 'symbolic vehicles' (or words) that
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would come to represent that meaningful content. Cases where children blend or generalize relational word meanings across categories can demonstrate this process in action while providing evidence that dynamic event words form a related group based on global underlying cognitive structure. Eventually, of course, children learning each language shape their words to conform to ambient language models in phonetic shape and meaning. Some examples follow.
Aurie (observed by McCune & Vihman, 1997) used varied but related forms derived from adult up, out and open in a range of contexts which, when closely examined, suggested the single overall meaning 'unstuck', a salient figure/ground notion expressed by no common conventional English word and thus infrequent in English single-word lexicons but typical of young children learning Korean an nawa (see also Estonian lahti 'free' [from attachment]). This phonetic variability in form, characteristic of much of single-word speech, suggests the type of form/meaning shaping proposed by Werner and Kaplan. Similarly, at 18 months Hildegarde Leopold used a word [ʔau], later [ʔaux] , mixed in form between German auf, English off, and German aus, English out, for a range of meanings including removing clothing (cf. German ausziehen) and getting a tin box opened (Leopold, 1939) . At 20 months Hildegarde added English open with the same range of meanings, resulting in a semantic grouping much like that reflected by Aurie's 'unstuck' usage. All these uses indicate attachment/separation as a common figure/ground meaning. These examples demonstrate the fluid basis for children's use of analogical processes in the development of dynamic event words. Rather than labeling extant 'concepts', the expression of such words draws a relationship between an aspect of the child's internal experience in a given situation and vocalizations previously heard that come to mind in relation to the present experience. A word meaning emerges for the child and develops some phonetic and semantic stability as a result of many such experiences. Like Piaget, I would continue to withhold the term 'concept' from this word-meaning relationship.
Children's single-word speech can best be considered as composed of two major types of meanings: that expressed by entity words (usually nouns) and that expressed by dynamic event words (varying in part of speech by language), along with some additional context-limited words. Dynamic event words are considered as single-word predicates, codifying reversible dynamic information regarding an event involving one or more linguistically unspecified entities that are apparent to the addressee from context (Bloom, 1973; Werner & Kaplan, 1963) . Tomasello (1992) included dynamic event words as 'first verbs', pooling them with verbs for analysis. However, they are not equivalent in meaning to the category of true verbs, even when they exploit verb forms of the ambient language, as in Korean (Choi & Bowerman, 1991) .
Such single-word utterances demonstrate the linguistic capacity to refer to dynamic aspects of the ongoing event. They do not demonstrate the ability to sort out either the linguistic or the nonlinguistic relationships among the constituents of the event. In fact each single word a child produces, whether object name or dynamic event word, probably conflates some aspects of the meanings of both entity and dynamics as they might be expressed in the adult language (Werner & Kaplan, 1963 /1984 . However, linguistic specification of the core dynamic information across a range of diverse motion events both in the input and in the child's early productions may provide learning experiences promoting both real-world and linguistic differentiation of words referring to separate aspects of events and the integration of these components of meaning in early combinations (Vihman, 1999) .
THE ROLE OF DYNAMIC EVENT MEANINGS IN THE TRANSITION TO COMBINATIONS
In studying children's first-acquired transitive verbs, Ninio (1999b) found that these comprised three general categories: 'obtaining' verbs (want, get, give, take, bring, find); 'creating' verbs (do, make, prepare, build, draw); and 'consumption/perception' verbs (eat, drink, see, hear) . According to our analysis (Herr-Israel & McCune, 2006) these verb meanings replicate, either directly or by analogy, motion event categories already described here as characterizing single dynamic event words. For example, want, get, give, take, bring, find all literally involve deictic path with find additionally implicating figure/ground relationships. The creating verbs involve a metaphorical deictic path from the self, while the consumption/perception verbs involve a metaphorical deictic path to or into the self. In Ninio's study there was substantial overlap in first verb use across children. In VO combinations only 11 verb types were observed among the first two produced by 16 children, and in SVO combinations, 13 verb types.
In complementary work on intransitive verbs, Ninio (1999a) examined the frequency of 48 mothers' use of intransitive verbs with their young children in relation to the verbs first used by 20 (independently studied) children. Intransitive verbs used first by 17 of the children are equivalent in meaning to dynamic event words commonly used prior to verbs: come (expressing deictic path toward the self), 13 children; fall (expressing vertical path), 2 children; go (expressing deictic path from the self), 2 children. These same three verbs (come, fall, go) accounted for 35 of the 60 first three verbs used by the 20 children, with the remainder spread across 13 other verbs. They were also the intransitive verbs used most frequently by the mothers studied.
Why do these particular verbs (transitive and intransitive) tend to be learned first? Ninio (1999a: 127) suggests three complementary reasons. First, these are high frequency verbs both generally and in mothers' talk to children. Second, they are semantically light, carrying very general meaning. Third, they may be cognitively simple. The possibility that aspects of the meanings identified by Ninio had existed in the children's repertoires earlier, encoded by dynamic event words, provides an additional rationale for their early use Vihman, 1999) .
Herr-Israel & McCune (2006) studied both dynamic event words and all verbs produced by three children from 16 to 24 months to establish the relationship between dynamic event meaning expressed in the single-word period and verb use in the period of early combinations. We first identified all combinations including a verb, a previously identified dynamic event word, or both. We then classified those verbs with meaning substantially overlapping previously identified dynamic event words as 'primal verbs', based on both their developmental primacy and the foundational nature of their meanings. The verbs identified are listed in Table 3 . It can be seen that these verbs overlap substantially with first verbs identified by Ninio and verbs noted frequently as 'first' in previous literature (e.g., Bowerman, 1978; Clark, 1978; Huttenlocher, Smiley & Charney, 1983) . We then calculated the frequency of each child's combinations
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that included a previously identified dynamic event word, a primal verb or both. For each of the three children studied, the total proportion of combinations including a dynamic event word, a primal verb, or both was 0.83, 0.84, and 0.88, respectively. The motion event meanings expressed by dynamic event words in the single-word period continued to be the primary meanings expressed in combinations. Many of the earliest verbs overlap in meaning with earlier dynamic event expressions, while additionally encoding self as agent or experiencer. Some (e.g., do, make) code pure agency and are sometimes combined with dynamic event words to express motion event meaning. See Table 3 for a list of the verbs identified by Herr-Israel & McCune (2006) and Table 4 for examples of early single-word expressions and later comparable combinations.
Huttenlocher and colleagues (Huttenlocher, et al., 1983; Smiley and Huttenlocher, 1995) , in studying the development of dynamic event words and subsequent verb use in a longitudinal sample of 10 children, found substantially the same words (dynamic event words and verbs) and uses as Herr-Israel & McCune (2006) . They further investigated children's use of single dynamic event words in comparison with later verbs under conditions of self versus observed action, noting the timing of the utterance with respect to the event. Studies of self-recognition document children's gradual attainment of a sense of self between approximately 20 and 24 months of age, the period when combinations with verbs are likely to begin (e.g., Lewis & Brooks-Gunn, 1979; Stipek, Gralinsky & Kopp, 1990) . Huttenlocher et al. (1983) reasoned that if children were encoding intentions or goals their utterances should precede events, and if they understood the role of both self and other as potential agents they should apply their words across events involving the others as well as the self. They found that for single dynamic event words the children overwhelmingly produced the words during or after the event, including both events in which they acted and events in which they were observers. This finding suggested that the motion event itself was the referent, without a sense of specific agent or experiencer. In contrast, when verbs in short sentences began to be produced, the utterances occurred prior to the action/event, and were at first restricted to events involving self as experiencer or actor. The children now seemed to express intentions and recognize their own agentive role, while not yet attributing agency to others.
Exemplifying these developments, Aurie (Table 4) uses the dynamic event word off as she tries to remove a doll's clothes or asks mother for help (17-20 months). At 24 months the verbs take and want encode her own action and sense of self-experience. Alice (16-21 months) uses down, go down and put down, all accompanying her own actions. Saying 'get down play' she requests an action from the researcher, but here the emphasis of get is deictic path: a request that the researcher come near to herself, rather than encoding independent action on the part of the researcher. This use is similar to that documented by Huttenlocher et al. (1983: 85) for come and go:
Although these utterances have the form of third-person descriptions, there is no evidence that the child categorizes the mother as initiating her own goal-directed plan to change location, because there were no utterances with locations other than the child, like Mommy go upstairs.
It seems that at the beginning of true verb use children initially maintain the semantics of dynamic event words referencing motion events, adding only the sense of self as 
Category of meaning Verbs
Space: Deictic Path come,* drink, eat,*feed, fee, give, gave, get,* go,* have,* help,* hold,* like,* look,* leave, need, put,* see,* take,* took, want* Space: Figure/ Ground close,* find, found,* hide* Pure Agency can, do, make,* play* † The verbs with an asterisk were used by all three children. Those in bold were also identified by Ninio (1999a Ninio ( , 1999b . Aurie is the agent agent or experiencer. Subsequent development of a broader range of verbs should gradually include a broadening range of agents/experiencers. Ninio sees the earliest transitive and intransitive verbs as 'model verbs', both for child learning and as frequently grammaticalized elements across the world's languages. For example, regarding the intransitive verbs, 'Crosslinguistic evidence suggests that the intransitive verb stems most likely to undergo grammaticalization … are, on the one hand, the active stems come and go, and, on the other hand, the static stem, fall ' (Ninio, 1999a: 118) in languages including Chinook, Kwakiutl and Mandarin. Regarding the transitive verbs, Ninio (1999b) provides extensive documentation of grammaticalization for verbs meaning, for example, make and do, take, bring, carry (Bybee, Perkins & Pagliuca, 1994; Dixon, 1980) . In child language Herr-Israel & McCune (2006) propose that these verbs derive their basic meanings from children's experience and early encoding of dynamic event meanings based on underlying cognitive structure and experience of motion events. The intransitive verbs come and go encode deictic path experienced or requested by the child speaker. The transitive verbs make and do encode basic action on the part of the child speaker, while take, bring and carry combine the notion of deictic path with speaker agency. Further study is needed of potential relationships between children's earliest-learned meanings and the grammaticalization across languages.
CONCLUSION
A central problem in child language study is the connection between children's underlying knowledge and the language they are learning at any point in development. I have described the cognitive status of children at the transition to language in a manner that exposes relationships with the semantic elements included in a motion event analysis of adult language (e.g., Talmy, 1975 Talmy, , 2000 . Empirical investigation of the kinds of dynamic event words children use during the single-word period supports both their basis in early cognition and the suitability of their meanings for motion event interpretation. At the same time, the crosslinguistic variability in early dynamic event meaning, as well as children's 'errors' in using these words, demonstrates the cognition/ambient language interaction that is essential to acquisition. In a simple way, one can consider the young child's life as an ongoing set of motion events, experienced or witnessed. It should not be surprising that a system of linguistic analysis organized in this way should facilitate interpretation of child word meaning. It may be that this approach to linguistic analysis achieves a certain verisimilitude with real-world experience. In such a case early understanding of concrete motion-event expression could form the basis, by analogy or metaphor, for more abstract linguistic meaning later on (Lakoff, 1987; Talmy 1996) . As early as 18 months of age, children show the capacity for metaphoric expression by playful object substitution and apply words metaphorically (McCune, 1995; see also Bloom, 2000: 35-39) . However, by categorizing children's language in relation to Talmy's motion event components I do not mean to imply abstract linguistic knowledge of these categories on the part of the child at this early point in development.
Children's first verbs have been traced here to earlier single-word meanings and prior cognition. Verbs necessarily encode a notion of agency or experiencer. Smiley & Huttenlocher (1995) suggest that verb learning reflects the development of a sense of self, with verbs at first applying only to self, with later extension to other agents and experiencers. Ninio's (1999a Ninio's ( , 1999b recognition that children's earliest verbs (e.g., come, go, fall, do, get, take) are those most likely to undergo grammaticalization across the world's languages suggests an interesting correspondence of early cognition, semantic analysis and universal characteristics of the world's languages. It should be clear by these analyses that dynamic event words, as a category of single-word expressions, are worthy of future crosslinguistic study.
